Bruynzeel Office
Space for inspiration

FOCUS ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Our designs support your business activities

A pleasant work place is an efficient work place

Your office is more than just a place to work in. It is a dynamic environment, which, despite the limited amount of space, should inspire as well as provide the peace and quiet you need to concentrate on the job at hand. An attractive environment, where you can move around comfortably, knowing that each piece of information can be retrieved easily and conveniently. An environment where office cabinets are an important aspect.

Focus on space saving

Where efficient use of space is concerned, mobile storage solutions offer many advantages over fixed cabinets. Only one, single aisle is needed. Mobile cabinets can be moved either singly or several simultaneously, creating an aisle wherever necessary. Every square metre of business accommodation is costly. Any opportunity to save valuable space is welcome, either to create extra storage space or an extra workplace.

Focus on customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is our focus. Bruynzeel helps you find the ideal solution. A solution that meets the demands of your dynamic office environment efficiently and stylishly, and which has been manufactured using environmentally responsible production processes. A space saving solution, with a design and finish in harmony with your personal taste and corporate identity. Bruynzeel guarantees the high quality of its products. Thanks to their stylish, timeless design, the ergonomic and safe construction, and the extreme durability. If you are pleased with our space-saving ideas, then so are we.

Discover our creative and space-saving solutions: choose design, technological innovation, and ergonomics. Be inspired.
Bespoke design!

Focus on identity
You can also go a step further, and choose a solution that emphasises your identity in an original manner. Integrate your logo in the wall units. Or imprint a unique image, reflecting your activities or your vision. Visual expressions that help create an inspirational working environment.

Focus on integration
The design of your offices is a reflection of your personal taste and corporate image. A design that is perfectly integrated in the total office concept. Bruynzeel helps you find the ideal solution. The systems can be finished in glass, steel, or wood design, in colours that complement your office interior.
A pleasant working environment.
An agreeable atmosphere!

Focus on acoustics
If you are in the office on a daily basis, calming and tranquil surroundings are essential in order to concentrate on the job at hand. Good acoustic properties in the office environment are vital. Bruynzeel cabinets can be fitted with specially designed panels with outstanding acoustic properties, which contribute to creating a pleasant working atmosphere.

Focus on innovation
LED lighting is a true eye catcher in your office. LED technology continues to develop rapidly. And so do our innovative concepts. Whether you choose an integrated solution, noise reducing acoustics, place the emphasis on your image, or focus on a cabinet as a modern design statement in your office. We welcome new ideas and are happy to assist you in finding the perfect solution for your office.
Compactus® Office Electro: focus on comfort

Use the Compactus® Office Electro system to create extra storage space or more work stations. Thanks to the user-friendly, ergonomic, electronic operation, the system is easy to use and effortlessly moved. Just a light touch on the panel gives immediate access to the spacious interior of the Compactus® Office Electro. Even with your hands full. No problem - panel operation is effortless.

The operating functions are self-explanatory and require no specific training. Vibration-free movement, thanks to ‘soft start’ and ‘soft stop’ features, ensures that all documents remain safely in place. If our daily lives are made easier by using electronics, why settle for anything less at work?

Compactus® Office Electro: focus on safety

The Motor Current Monitoring System (MCMS) safeguards the safety of users. This feature ensures that the mobiles stop immediately if another user tries to move the system while a person is in the aisle.

Compactus® Power3: focus on extra ease of use and secure storage

Compactus® Power3 offers all the advantages of Compactus® Office Electro and more. The intelligent electronic control of the Compactus® Power3 offers enhanced ease of use, thanks to double-sided access and the possibility of securely storing confidential information. Using programmable service tags, different aisles can be assigned to specific users or departments.
Enjoy the benefits of Compactus® Office

**Compactus® Office: focus on secured storage**
A central locking system and sliding doors guarantee secure storage of confidential information and prevent unauthorised access.

**Compactus® Office: focus on extra space**
Use the Compactus® office system to create additional storage space or more work stations. Double-sided access makes the system highly accessible, which is ideal for shared storage and use in open offices. Use the lower version to increase a sense of openness. The hand wheel ensures ease of operation. The system’s user friendliness is further enhanced by a convenient trolley ramp.

**Compactus® Office: focus on design**
The specially designed front panels can be finished in different colours, materials and designs, to blend in with your office interior.
Sysco®: flexible and multifunctional

A fine example is Multi-file, which is a multifunctional suspended file, suitable for both under-shelf filing and filing in pull-out frames. Bruynzeel Multi-file offers a 3-in-1 function, with a V base, a 15-mm base and a 30-mm base all in one. The file is never any wider than its contents, saving space all round.

Sysco®: focus on flexibility

The versatile Sysco® system, available in various depths and heights, fits any office space. Thanks to its versatility, it is easily adapted to suit changing office needs. The stylish system is available as an open or closed system. Colours are applied using a powder coating, guaranteeing one hundred percent coverage.

Sysco® accessories: focus on multifunctionality

Clever multifunctional accessories increase the system’s applicability. Whichever archive system you use, Sysco® can be adapted to meet your every wish and requirement.
Side2Side: focus on extra storage capacity

Create barely visible, yet extremely effective extra storage capacity. The Side2Side system places a row of mobile cabinets in front of a row of office cabinets to create a wealth of extra storage space. At the same time occupying less wall space.

Side2Side: focus on accessibility

Documents required on a daily basis are always within easy reach. And even less frequently consulted documents are easily accessed by simply sliding the cabinet across the rails. End stops and tilt preventers guarantee safe movement. And as office requirements change, the Side2Side system is easily moved or extended.
FOCUS ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

The pictures in this brochure can show products that are not standard models. Products subject to change. OFB 9.5

Members of the Constructor Group

Compactus® Office Electro

All the advantages of Compactus® Office, plus:

Comfort and ergonomics
- Simple and effortless operation
- Ease of use – even with your hands full
- Operating panel can be installed at any desired height

Safety
- Motor current monitoring system (MCMS)
- Photocells

Protection of stored goods
- Vibration-free movement, thanks to ‘Soft Start’ and ‘Soft Stop’
- Photocells detect any goods left behind in the aisle

Compactus® Office

Extra space
- Double your storage capacity, or create space for an extra workplace

Modern design
- Choose between a steel front panel, or a characteristic front panel with an aluminium profile which can hold panels made of different materials
- Rails can be laid in a concrete floor, or in a raised floor covered with carpeting, laminate, or superfloor panels
- Aluminium ramp ensures easy access

Security
- Central locking system

Syasco® Flexible

- Available as an open system, or a closed system with rolling or sliding doors.
- Available in different dimensions (D, H, W)
- Height adjustable shelves per 30 mm

Modern design
- Syasco® Office can be finished with decorative panels and sliding doors in steel, monofom and glass

Bruynzeel quality
- Guaranteed 100% coverage of the epoxy coating

Multifunctional
- Many accessories to support any type of file

Side2Side Extra storage capacity
- Side2Side creates barely visible, yet extremely effective extra storage capacity

Flexible
- Available as an open system, or a closed system with different types of rolling doors

Ease of use
- Aluminium rails ensure smooth movements of the Side2Side cabinets
- Aluminium ramp ensures easy access

Safe
- End stops and tilt preventers guarantee safe movement

Compactus® Office

Extra space
- Double your storage capacity; or create space for an extra workplace

Modern design
- Choose between a steel front panel, or a characteristic front panel with an aluminium profile which can hold panels made of different materials
- Rails can be laid in a concrete floor, or in a raised floor covered with carpeting, laminate, or superfloor panels
- Aluminium ramp ensures easy access

Security
- Central locking system

Syasco®

Flexible
- Available as an open system, or a closed system with rolling or sliding doors.
- Available in different dimensions (D, H, W)
- Height adjustable shelves per 30 mm

Modern design
- Syasco® Office can be finished with decorative panels and sliding doors in steel, monofom and glass

Bruynzeel quality
- Guaranteed 100% coverage of the epoxy coating

Multifunctional
- Many accessories to support any type of file

Side2Side

Extra storage capacity
- Side2Side creates barely visible, yet extremely effective extra storage capacity

Flexible
- Available as an open system, or a closed system with different types of rolling doors

Ease of use
- Aluminium rails ensure smooth movements of the Side2Side cabinets
- Aluminium ramp ensures easy access

Safe
- End stops and tilt preventers guarantee safe movement

Compunktus® Office Electro

All the advantages of Compactus® Office and Compactus® Office Electro, plus:

Security
- Programmable ‘service tags’ offer 256 unique security authorisations

Ease of use
- Doubled-sided access

Bruynzeel systems are manufactured according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 and meet all important international quality standards, including RAL-AR 614, GS, and CE